Editor's Comment:

There is a misspelling in the ABSTRACT...

[…]The study showed that the net farm income was ₦1472899.358 and ₦320985.074 per annum for battery cage and deep litter system of production..

Replace per annum with per annum

Line 64: delete “at” after the sentence ends and the second sentence begins...

Each cell can accommodate one, two, three or more birds depending on the dimension of the cells. A two tier cage can accommodate about 240 birds.

Line 432... (Oduguwa O.O., Fanimo, A.O. and Osinowo, O. A. eds.) Proceedings of the Silver Anniversary

(Oduguwa O.O., Fanimo, A.O. and Osinowo, O. A. eds.) - Are these editors of the Proceedings? If they are, it is not necessary to state their names…you can delete the section indicated in red ink...

Line 486 ... 18. Omotosho, O.A. and A.A. Oladele: Management problems in large scale poultry business in Nigeria. There is one too many DOTS. Remove a dot and adjust spacing to:
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